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Department of Tourism & Hospitality Management organizes Safarnama'19, a two-day 
annual cultural fest at JMI 

 
Department of Tourism & Hospitality Management,JMI successfully organized second edition of 
its cultural fest Safarnama'19 on 11-12 March2019. On the first day, a grand inaugural ceremony 
was organised at the Dr. M.A. Ansari Auditorium followed by a power pack performance of 
multiple plays by Shilpi Marwah & her Sukhmanch Theatre Group, which was well received by 
the audience. 
 
The next session, witnessed a houseful auditorium cheering their hearts out for the Chief Guest 
Bollywood Actor, Zeeshan Ayyub for a Guftugu-e-Zindagi. The session had some intriguing & 
engaging set of questions for their favorite actor Zeeshan Ayyub to which he expressed his 
whole hearted gratitude. 
 
A Gully Cricket & a PUBG tournament were organized for all the sports and video games 
enthusiasts at the CMS Lawn & Safdar Hashmi Amphitheater parallely which received a 
significant number of entries from every nook & cranny and all the winners were handsomely 
rewarded. 
 
The second part of day one, witnessed some entertaining Dance performances where students 
displayed their creative moves for some well deserved cheering. 
Some innovative cooking battle at the Fireless Cooking for the food lovers at the DTHM & an 
interesting Treasure Hunt across the University Campus were the last things to conclude the 
exceptional inception day. 
 
The next day began with the whistle for an energetic Cycle Race where students put all the 
efforts to ace the pace across the campus, followed by some interesting display of Soccer skills at 
the CMS Lawn in Futsal, a Nukkad Natak competition, *Pukaar* was organized parallely where 
students from various colleges of Delhi NCR participated with an aim of prevailing awareness 
among the society regarding essential issues and provide some visual treat at the same time. 
The Ansari Auditorium turned melodious as the audience hummed to the tunes & beats with the 
singing performances by the students. A vibrant and creative Fashion Show was put up by the 
students with some strong message of 'Reuse, Reduce & Recover'. Some face offs at the Arm 
Wrestling was all before the Group Dance performances put up by the students at the auditorium 
was much appreciated for its vibrance & energy. A pumpy & groovy DJ Night setting all legs in 
motion was the last thing from the organizers until next time. 
A brilliant effort was put up by the students & staff of DTHM, JMI and hence seems more 
promising for the next year. 
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